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Introductory Message
For the facilitator:

Welcome to the Fundamentals in Accountancy, Business and Management 1 -
11 Self-Learning Module (SLM) on The Journal and Ledger Format!

This module was collaboratively designed, developed and reviewed by educators
both from public and private institutions to assist you, the teacher or facilitator in
helping the learners meet the standards set by the K to 12 Curriculum while
overcoming their personal, social, and economic constraints in schooling.

This learning resource hopes to engage the learners into guided and independent
learning activities at their own pace and time. Furthermore, this also aims to help
learners acquire the needed 21st century skills while taking into consideration
their needs and circumstances.

In addition to the material in the main text, you will also see this box in the body of
the module:

As a facilitator you are expected to orient the learners on how to use this module.
You also need to keep track of the learners' progress while allowing them to
manage their own learning. Furthermore, you are expected to encourage and assist
the learners as they do the tasks included in the module.

Notes to the Teacher
This contains helpful tips or strategies
that will help you in guiding the learners.
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For the learner:

Welcome to the Fundamentals in Accountancy, Business and Management 1 -
11 Self-Learning Module (SLM) on The Journal and Ledger Format!

The hand is one of the most symbolized part of the human body. It is often used to
depict skill, action and purpose. Through our hands we may learn, create and
accomplish. Hence, the hand in this learning resource signifies that you as a
learner is capable and empowered to successfully achieve the relevant
competencies and skills at your own pace and time. Your academic success lies in
your own hands!

This module was designed to provide you with fun and meaningful opportunities
for guided and independent learning at your own pace and time. You will be
enabled to process the contents of the learning resource while being an active
learner.

This module has the following parts and corresponding icons:

What I Need to Know This will give you an idea of the skills or
competencies you are expected to learn in
the module.

What I Know This part includes an activity that aims to
check what you already know about the
lesson to take. If you get all the answers
correct (100%), you may decide to skip this
module.

What’s In This is a brief drill or review to help you link
the current lesson with the previous one.

What’s New In this portion, the new lesson will be
introduced to you in various ways such as a
story, a song, a poem, a problem opener, an
activity or a situation.

What is It This section provides a brief discussion of
the lesson. This aims to help you discover
and understand new concepts and skills.

What’s More This comprises activities for independent
practice to solidify your understanding and
skills of the topic. You may check the
answers to the exercises using the Answer
Key at the end of the module.

What I Have Learned This includes questions or blank
sentence/paragraph to be filled in to process
what you learned from the lesson.

What I Can Do This section provides an activity which will
help you transfer your new knowledge or
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skill into real life situations or concerns.

Assessment This is a task which aims to evaluate your
level of mastery in achieving the learning
competency.

Additional Activities In this portion, another activity will be given
to you to enrich your knowledge or skill of
the lesson learned. This also tends retention
of learned concepts.

Answer Key This contains answers to all activities in the
module.

At the end of this module you will also find:

The following are some reminders in using this module:

1. Use the module with care. Do not put unnecessary mark/s on any part of
the module. Use a separate sheet of paper in answering the exercises.

2. Don’t forget to answer What I Know before moving on to the other activities
included in the module.

3. Read the instruction carefully before doing each task.
4. Observe honesty and integrity in doing the tasks and checking your answers.
5. Finish the task at hand before proceeding to the next.
6. Return this module to your teacher/facilitator once you are through with it.

If you encounter any difficulty in answering the tasks in this module, do not
hesitate to consult your teacher or facilitator. Always bear in mind that you are
not alone.

We hope that through this material, you will experience meaningful learning
and gain deep understanding of the relevant competencies. You can do it!

References This is a list of all sources used in
developing this module.
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What I Need to Know

This module was designed and written with you in mind. It is here to help you
master the format of a general and special journals and the format for general
and subsidiary ledgers. The scope of this module permits it to be used in many
different learning situations. The language used recognizes the diverse vocabulary
level of students. The lessons are arranged to follow the standard sequence of the
course. But the order in which you read them can be changed to correspond with
the textbook you are now using.

In this module, you will illustrate the format of a general and special journals
and illustrate the format for general and subsidiary ledgers.

Learning Code: ABM_FABM11-IIIf-23 and ABM_FABM11-IIIf-24

After going through this module, you are expected to:

1. give the uses of the journal and ledger forms; and,
2. illustrate the format of general and special journals and of the general and

subsidiary ledgers.

GENERAL INSTRUCTION: Write all your answers on the answer sheet or in a
separate paper/notebook as per advised by the subject teacher.
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What I Know

Good day! It is challenging to continue what we have learned about the previous
lesson in the fundamentals in accounting. Continuing the process makes it more
exciting how to move to the next step.

Before we begin, let us try ourselves to discover some basic principles in
accounting.

Have we met?

Instruction: Choose the correct answer and write the letter of your choice.

1. What is the book of original entry?
a. journal b. ledger c. accounts d. t-account

2. What document legally binds a supplier and a buyer where the details of the
items, the delivery date and terms of payment is clearly specified?
a. check voucher b. charge invoice c. purchase order d. check

3. What instrument is written, dated and signed that directs a bank to pay a
specific sum of money to the bearer?
a. check voucher b. receipt c. ATM d. check

4. What is the book of final entry?
a. journal b. ledger c. receipt d. special journal

5. What contains the details to support a general ledger control account?
a. General Journal c. General Ledger
b. Special Journal d. Subsidiary Ledger

6. What is the left side of the T-account?
a. debit b. credit c. folio d. date

7. How should dates be recorded in the forms?
a. in any order c. chronological order
b. alphabetical d. numerical

8.. What is in the double-entry bookkeeping?
a. it enters two accounts
b. it has many credits
c. it involves only the cash and personal accounts
d. it recognizes the two-fold effects of a transaction

9. What letter in the alphabet does a Standard General Ledger form resembles?
a. T b. Z c. W d. M

10. What system in bookkeeping that recognizes the two-fold effects of transactions?
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a. Single-entry bookkeeping c. Simple journal entry
b. Double-entry bookkeeping d. Compound journal entry

11. What is the kind of journal entry that has one debit and one credit?
a. Single-entry bookkeeping c. Simple journal entry
b. Double-entry bookkeeping d. Compound journal entry

12. Which of the following actions should not be done by the bookkeeper?
a. Arrange the date chronologically
b. Eliminate the use of peso sign and comma
c. Leave one space every after transaction in recording
d. Use white eraser tape for erroneous entries

13. What is the debit account in this journal entry?

a. Cash on Hand c. Notes Payable
b. Mr. Lee, Capital d. Initial Capital of Mr. Lee

For items: 14 to 15

14. How much is the balance forwarded in this standard general ledger?

a. ₱ 6, 600.00 c. ₱ 79, 100.00
b. ₱ 30, 000.00 d. ₱ 85, 700.00

15. How much is the total credit entry in the standard general ledger?
a. ₱ 6, 600.00 c. ₱ 79, 100.00
b. ₱ 30, 000.00 d. ₱ 85, 700.00
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Lesson

1
The Journal and Ledger
Forms

In our previous lesson, we discussed on the 5 major accounts in accounting and
the understanding of its concepts and principles including the use and preparation
of the Chart of Accounts.

Today, the discussion of the major types of books which is the journal and the
ledger will include illustrations to easily understand the format and its uses.

What’s In

Let us now recall the 5 major accounts and the topic on Chart of Accounts in order
to prepare ourselves that its principles are prerequisite to the next topic.

Limited Clues!

Instructions: Describe the 5 Accounting Elements in one/two words. Complete
the word below by writing the letters on blank space provided.

Accounting
Elements

Word Description

Assets

____ W____ _____
Liabilities

____ W____ S
Equity

____ ____ T W____ ____ T ____
Revenue

E ____ ____ N I N G S
Expenses

____ P ____ N ____ I N G
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Notes to the Teacher
Teacher facilitates an activity that enables learners to use

previously taught lesson.

What’s New

Activity 1: Recording Skills!

Instruction: Record the business transactions on the table given below.

Date, 2021 Activity
March 1 Mr. Lee, the owner made an initial capital of Php 20, 000 cash.
March 2 The owner bought flowers for her wife as birthday gift amounting

to Php 800
March 3 The owner bought flour for baking cakes of the customers

amounting to Php 2, 000.
March 4 Payment of the weekly labor fee amounting to Php 3, 000
March 5 Bought fish and vegetables worth Php 800 for family dinner

Answers:

Date, 2021 Activity Amount
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Processing Questions:

1. What should be recorded in the business records? Why?

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

2. What are the basic information we need before recording transactions?

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________

What is It

Welcome to the first phase and second phase of the accounting cycle. The first
phase is Journalizing which is the process of recording a business transaction in
the accounting records. And the second phase is the Posting in accounting is
when the balances in sub ledgers and the general journal are shifted into the
general ledger.

IDENTIFICATION OF TRANSACTIONS USING BUSINESS DOCUMENTS

The actual sequence of events begins with the identification of transactions. The
rule is, only transactions and events which are of financial bearing to the business
are being recognized. The basis of identifying transactions are supporting business
documents that are on the file or yet to be filed as evidence of transactions to
assure the reliability and verifiability of records. The most common documents of a
service concern business are customers’ and suppliers’ receipts, official receipts,
purchase orders, receiving reports, delivery receipts, cash vouchers, checks, etc.

Below are sample documents:

Charge Invoice

This means that the customer receives the products
or services before being billed, and pays for them on
the due date specified on the invoice.

A purchase order is a legally binding document

https://www.accountingtools.com/articles/2017/11/30/business-transaction
https://www.accountingtools.com/articles/2017/5/7/accounting-records
https://www.accountingtools.com/articles/2017/5/16/subledger
https://www.accountingtools.com/articles/2017/5/17/general-journal-description-entries-example
https://www.accountingtools.com/articles/2017/5/9/general-ledger
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between a supplier and a buyer. It details the items the buyer agrees to purchase
at a certain price point. It also outlines the delivery date and terms of payment for
the buyer. Purchase order computer systems have made the purchasing process
more efficient and allow for better inventory and payment tracking.

An official receipt, in general, is a document
supporting sale of service. It is issued upon collection
of payment from customer.

An official receipt is issued to a customer upon cash
collection of service fee or service billing, for service
rendered.

Bouncing check is punishable by law. I’m sure you
don’t want to expose yourself with such legal risk.
That’s why instead of relying on your memory to
remember all business check issuances, why not use
an effective system of monitoring check issuances
called “Check Voucher System”.

A check voucher is a document recording and filing
system used in accounting to record, monitor and
organize check issuances of the business.

A check is a written, dated, and signed instrument that directs a bank to pay a
specific sum of money to the
bearer. The person or entity
writing the check is known as
the payor or drawer, while the
person to whom the check is
written is the payee.
The drawee, on the other hand,
is the bank on which the check
is drawn.

Checks may be cashed or deposited. When the payee presents a check to a bank or
other financial institution to negotiate, the funds are drawn from the payor’s bank
account. It is another way to instruct the bank to transfer funds from the payor’s
account to the payee or the payee’s account. Checks are generally written against a
checking account, but they can also be used to negotiate funds from a savings or
other type of account.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/instrument.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/payee.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/drawee.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/financialinstitution.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/personal-finance/complete-guide-checking-accounts/
https://www.investopedia.com/personal-finance/complete-guide-checking-accounts/
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ANALYZING THE TRANSACTIONS FROM THE DOCUMENTS

By analysing, we have to identify the value received and value parted with in the
transactions. And by measuring the transactions we use the peso as our financial
denominator.

BOOKS OF ACCOUNTS

Books of Accounts. The records that are used and kept by the business in storing
all the accounting data. There are two books that are used by the business:

a. Journal. This is called the book of original entry which are of two kinds:

General Journal. A book of original entry that requires that both the
account being debited and the account being credited be listed along with the
respective amounts. Because of accounting software and special journals there are
relatively few entries made into the general journal.

Special Journal. Journals other than the general journal. Special or
specialized journals include the cash receipts journal, the cash disbursements
journal, the purchases journal, and the sales journal.

b. Ledger. This is called the book of final entry because it is the book where
transactions that were recorded in the Journal are transferred for final recording.

General Ledger. A general ledger is a grouping of perhaps hundreds
of accounts that are used to sort and store information from a company's business
transactions. The general ledger is organized as follows:

 balance sheet accounts (assets, liabilities, equity), and
 income statement accounts (revenues, expenses, gains, losses)

Under the double entry system of accounting and bookkeeping, every business
transaction will affect two (or more) general ledger accounts. In addition, each
transaction's debit amount(s) must be equal to its credit amounts. As a result, the
general ledger is expected to have the total amount of debits equal to the total
amount of credits. Further, when the account balances are listed on a trial balance,
the totals should be equal.

Subsidiary Ledger. A subsidiary ledger contains the details to support a
general ledger control account. For instance, the subsidiary ledger for accounts
receivable contains the information for each of the company's credit sales to
customers, each customer's remittance, return of merchandise, discounts, and so
on. With these details in the subsidiary ledger, the Accounts Receivable account in
the general ledger can report summary amounts for the accounts receivable activity.

THE JOURNAL FORMS

A. General Journal

The columns for general journal are the same

https://www.accountingcoach.com/blog/what-is-an-account
https://www.accountingcoach.com/blog/what-is-the-double-entry-system
https://www.accountingcoach.com/blog/what-is-a-general-ledger-account
https://www.accountingcoach.com/blog/meaning-of-debit
https://www.accountingcoach.com/blog/what-is-a-credit-2
https://www.accountingcoach.com/blog/what-is-a-trial-balance
https://www.accountingcoach.com/blog/accounts-receivable-control-account-subsidiary-ledger
https://www.accountingcoach.com/blog/what-is-accounts-receivable
https://www.accountingcoach.com/blog/what-is-accounts-receivable
https://www.accountingcoach.com/blog/what-is-a-general-ledger-account
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For our practice we will use the form below:

Descriptions:

Date Column. Shows the date when the transactions took place.

Particulars/Description. Shows the item or the accounts debited and credited as
a result of a transaction analysis as well as a brief or concise explanation of what
the transaction is about.

Folio. Shows the number of an account in a ledger or page of a ledger to which it
was transferred. Folio is the Latin word for page. It is also called reference.

Debit Column. This is the money column showing the peso amount of the value
received in a transaction.
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Credit Column. This is the money column showing the peso amount of the value
parted with in a transaction.

Opening Entry. The first entry made in the general journal. This constitute the
either the recording of the initial investments of a proprietor who is engaged in the
business for the first time or the recording of the beginning balances of accounts in
preparation for the next annual accounting period.

Reminders to beginners:

 The date should be chronologically arranged
 Take note of the indentions upon entering the accounts titles
 Amounts in the General Journal are not totalled at the foot of the journal.
 Leave one space every after transactions.
 GL- means General Ledger
 Abbreviation is not allowed
 Eliminate the use of comma and peso sign in the money column.

Use dash (-) or “double zero for centavos.
 Use only black pen

System in Bookkeeping

Single-entry bookkeeping system. Usually used by small business enterprises.
Under this system, only transactions involving cash and personal accounts are
recognized.

Example:

Double-entry bookkeeping system. This recognizes the two-fold effects of a
transaction, the value received and the value parted with. This justifies the
equality of debit and credit amounts. Both sides of the fundamental equation will
always be equal. They are in the state of equilibrium.

Example:
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Recording Journal Entries

Simple journal entry. Recording transactions that has one debit item and one
credit item.

Example:

Compound journal entry. Recording transactions that has more than one debit
item and more than one credit item in either both sides.

Examples:

B. Special Journal (Example: Sales Journal-common form without tax)

A brief explanation of columns used in above format of sales journal is as
follows:

1. Date: This column is used to record the date on which the sale is made.
Normally, it is the same date as written on the invoice.
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2. Account debited: This column is used to enter the name of customers
whose individual accounts are maintained in accounts receivable
subsidiary ledger.

3. Invoice number: The sales invoice number is written in this column.
4. Post reference (PR): The entries in sales journal are posted on daily

basis to relevant accounts in accounts receivable subsidiary ledger. The
post reference is used to enter account numbers of individual accounts
in the accounts receivable subsidiary ledger in which the entries are
posted.

5. Accounts receivable & Sales: In this column, the net amount receivable
from customers is written. In the general ledger, the accounts receivable
account is debited and sales account is credited by the total of this
column.

6. Cost of goods sold & inventory: In this column, the cost price of the
merchandise sold is entered. In general ledger, the cost of goods sold
account is debited and inventory account is credited by the total of this
column.

THE LEDGER FORMS

General ledger accounts are used to post the economic activities. Posting is the
name of transferring accounts from the book of prime entry to related ledger
accounts. When all the transactions for a given period have been journalized, the
next step is to classify them according to the account affected.

Ledger is a Book of Account that keeps separate record for each account. Ledger is
the book of secondary entry. An account in its simplest form is a T-shape. It
should be noted that journal contains a chronological record while Ledger contains
a classified record of all economic activities.

Types of General Ledger

1. Standard General Ledger

Since the ledger keeps record of transactions that affect one head of account,
therefore, it should provide all the information that a user may need. Usually the
ledger is required to provide following information.

https://www.accountingformanagement.org/general-ledger/
https://www.accountancyknowledge.com/journal-entry/
https://www.accountancyknowledge.com/books-of-accounts/
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2. Running Balance General Ledger

An alternative ruling of a ledger, which is generally adopted by commercial banks
and some other business houses, is the entire ledger us divided into six columns.

General Ledger Posting Process

The process of posting is simple and involves following Four Steps:

The debit part of journal entry is recorded on the debit side of the relevant account
by credit account name (Source).

The credit part of Journal Entry is recorded on the credit side of the relevant
account by debit account name (Source).

In the reference column of the general journal the code or page number of ledger
account are noted.

https://www.accountancyknowledge.com/journal-entry/
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In the reference column of the ledger account the page number of the journal is
noted.

Balancing General Ledger Account

This is Four Step process for Standard General Ledger Format.

Find the total of debit side and find the total of credit side. Put bigger value both
sides in Total.

Calculate the difference between the two sides. This is the Balance (The balancing
figure between the two sides).

1. Write the balance on the smaller side with key words “Balance c/d”. However,
the balance will be known by the larger side i.e. if the debit side is greater than
the credit side, the balance will be known as debit balance and vice versa.

2. Bring down the debit balance on the debit side writing the words in Description
column “Balance b/d”. Similarly, bring down the credit balance on the credit
side be writing the words in the Description column “Balance b/d”.

The term "b/d" stands for "brought down."

The term "c/f" stands for "carried forward."

You will normally see "b/d" as "Balance b/d" at the top of a T-account.

"Balance b/d" is sometimes shown as Balance b/f ("b/f" means brought forward).
These two phrases mean the exact same thing.

"Balance b/d" or "Balance b/f" shows the amount brought down (or brought
forward) from a previous period - i.e. the opening balance of an account.

"Balance b/d" or "Balance b/f" also shows the closing balance as a line at the
bottom of the account.

"Balance c/f" is just used as a balancing line to calculate the closing balance figure.
It is shown on the opposite side of the closing balance (opposite to the final line
that shows "Balance b/d" or "Balance b/f").

Example Postings

https://www.accountancyknowledge.com/standard-general-ledger-format/
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For our practice, we will use the form below which is similar with other
references:

Use of T-account for Posting

 A T-account is an informal term for a set of financial records that
use double-entry bookkeeping.

 It is called a T-account because the bookkeeping entries are laid out in a way
that resembles a T-shape.

 The account title appears just above the T.

Sample T-account Entries

https://www.google.com/search?

For our practice we will use the T-account sample below:
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B. Subsidiary Ledger (Example: Accounts Receivable Subsidiary Ledger)

https://www.google.com

ENTRY FROM JOURNAL TO LEDGER FORM
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CORRECTION OR ERRONEOUS ENTRY

Neatness in recording transactions must be observed. Various erasures especially
in the journal might lead to suspicions that lead to manipulations done to cover-up
some fraudulent and dishonest practices. Although these may be honest mistakes,
erasures destroy neatness and impair their values.

The correction maybe made by drawing a single line through the wrong item or
amount and write the correct item or amount above the cancelled one.

Chart of Accounts

 A chart of accounts (COA) is a financial organizational tool that provides a
complete listing of every account in the general ledger of a company, broken
down into subcategories.

 It is used to organize finances and give interested parties, such as investors
and shareholders, a clearer insight into a company’s financial health.

 To make it easier for readers to locate specific accounts, each chart of
accounts typically contains a name, brief description, and an identification
code.

Sample Chart of Accounts:
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https://www.pinterest.ph/pin/539939442805181308

What’s More

Activity 2: Record and Post!

Instructions: Write the following Journal entries and post this in standard general
ledger. Observe proper recording and use the Chart of Accounts presented in the
discussion part of the SLM.

Date, 2021 Entries
March 1 Cash 200, 000

John Doe, Capital 200, 000
Initial Capital of the owner.

March 2 Utilities Expense 1, 000
Rent Expense 10, 000

Cash 11, 000
Paid utilities and office rent.

March 3 Cash 10, 000
Consulting Services 10, 000

Services in cash.
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March 4 Accounts Receivable 30, 000
Consulting Services 30, 000

Services on account.
March 5 Cash 10, 000

Accounts Receivable 10, 000
Partial collection of accounts.

Requirements: (Draw the form on your paper)

1. Journal Entries using General Journal Form

2. Ledger using Standard General Ledger Form

What I Have Learned

Now, let’s sum up learnings!

Instruction: Process flow of documenting the business transactions based on the
discussion.
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What I Can Do

Activity 3: More Recording and Posting!

Instructions: Write the following Journal entries and post this in ledger form.
Observe proper recording and use the Chart of Accounts presented in the
discussion part of the SLM.

Date, 2021 Entries
March 1 Cash 500, 000

John Doe, Capital 500, 000
Initial Capital of the owner.

March 2 Accounts Receivable 50, 000
Consulting Revenue 50, 000

Services on account.
March 3 Cash 20, 000

Accounts Payable 20, 000
Borrowed from bank.

March 4 Cash 25, 000
Accounts Receivable 25, 000

Partial collection of accounts.
March 5 Accounts Payable 5, 000

Cash 5, 000
Partial payment of accounts.

Requirements: (Draw the form on your paper)

1. Journal Entries using General Journal Form
2. Ledger using Running Balance Ledger Form
3. Ledger using T-account

Assessment

Good job!

Now, let try this once again!

Instruction: Choose the correct answer and write the letter of your choice.
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1. What is the book of original entry?
a. journal b. ledger c. accounts d. t-account

2. What document legally binds a supplier and a buyer where the details of the
items, the delivery date and terms of payment is clearly specified?
a. check voucher b. charge invoice c. purchase order d. check

3. What instrument is written, dated and signed that directs a bank to pay a
specific sum of money to the bearer?
a. check voucher b. receipt c. ATM d. check

4. What is the book of final entry?
a. journal b. ledger c. receipt d. special journal

5. What contains the details to support a general ledger control account?
a. General Journal c. General Ledger
b. Special Journal d. Subsidiary Ledger

6. What is the left side of the T-account?
a. debit b. credit c. folio d. date

7. How should dates be recorded in the forms?
a. in any order c. chronological order
b. alphabetical d. numerical

8.. What is in the double-entry bookkeeping?
a. it enters two accounts
b. it has many credits
c. it involves only the cash and personal accounts
d. it recognizes the two-fold effects of a transaction

9. What letter in the alphabet does a Standard General Ledger form resembles?
a. T b. Z c. W d. M

10. What system in bookkeeping that recognizes the two-fold effects of transactions?
a. Single-entry bookkeeping c. Simple journal entry
b. Double-entry bookkeeping d. Compound journal entry

11. What is the kind of journal entry that has one debit and one credit?
a. Single-entry bookkeeping c. Simple journal entry
b. Double-entry bookkeeping d. Compound journal entry

12. Which of the following actions should not be done by the bookkeeper?
a. Arrange the date chronologically
b. Eliminate the use of peso sign and comma
c. Leave one space every after transaction in recording
d. Use white eraser tape for erroneous entries

13. What is the credit account in this journal entry?
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a. Cash on Hand c. Notes Payable
b. Mr. Lee, Capital d. Initial Capital of Mr. Lee

For items: 14 to 15

14. How much is the carried forward amount in this standard general ledger?

a. ₱ 6, 600.00 c. ₱ 79, 100.00
b. ₱ 30, 000.00 d. ₱ 85, 700.00

15. How much is the total debit entry in the standard general ledger?
a. ₱ 6, 600.00 c. ₱ 79, 100.00
b. ₱ 30, 000.00 d. ₱ 85, 700.00

Additional Activities

Great! Now, that you have gained understanding on the Journal and Ledger forms
you would be prepared to do the process of bookkeeping starting from analysing
transactions in order for you to easily record in books. But in order to do that
review your accounting formula, accounting elements and the different
account titles. Start mastering it now by expanding you knowledge and make
research through accounting books or Google search!
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Answer Key
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